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The most inspiring
thing we can create
is an emotion.
The journey is not just about getting from one location to another. It’s about
creating an experience, an emotion that inspires you to create ideas. The Kia
EV6 is created to deliver not only comfort, style and utility, but also emotion.

Bold exterior
Sleek & sporty aerodynamics design of the EV6 is stylish as is functional.

Curved LED tail lights
The full LED tail lights in a distinctive curved shape adds a sporty and futuristic look to the EV6.

Relaxation as a
design objective.
With a flat floor and a broad shouldered frame, the Kia EV6 gave our designers
more freedom to create the best design for you. The seats take up less space,
but deliver more. The zero gravity Relaxion comfort seats ensure that your
body is in its most comfortable position, minimizing fatigue or discomfort you
may have experienced with conventional seats, especially on long drives.
The Kia EV6 gives you more space and more comfort. Because when you are
more relaxed, inspiration flows.

Smart power tailgate
The hands-free smart power tailgate can be set to open to a desired height using the vehicle
settings controls. Stand behind the parked Kia EV6 for few seconds with the key nearby, and
the tailgate will open automatically.

Relaxion comfort seats

Remote 2nd-row seatback folding

The front seats are both slimmer and stronger than those found in other vehicles. They also offer
more adjustability. While you charge the Kia EV6, the relaxion comfort seats let you recline to a
nearly horizontal position. The seats are designed to relieve pressure on your hips and lower back.

Pull the remote release lever on the wall of the cargo space to fold the rear seatback down,
creating up to 1300L of storage capacity.

An immersive journey
for everyone.
The curved dual panoramic 12.3-inch screens provide a stunning and immersive
experience. Over 24-inch of combined display for navigation, convenience,
entertainment, and vehicle information features. The Meridian premium sound
system is designed to bring an impressive listening experience to every seat.

Panoramic curved display

Meridian premium sound system

Wireless charging tray

Infotainment / climate switchable controller

The intergrated curved display offers a truly immersive experience.
Its wide and expansive design provides clear, unobstructed
visibility.

Meridian, a premier audio brand and partner to Kia, developed
the 14-speaker system especially for the unique acoustics of the
Kia EV6. A powerful external amplifier boosts output.

The charging pad in the front center console bin lets you charge
compatible portable phones wirelessly. It operates with up to 15W
of power, so charging is reassuringly fast.

With the capacitive touch screen located on the centre fascia,
you can easily switch between media and the climate control
displays with the touch of a button.

Reinventing
how we move.
This vehicle is perfectly suited to today's active lifestyle. It's efficient, full of
innovative technology and takes you from adventure to adventure.

Electric–Global Modular Platform (E-GMP)
The Kia EV6 is the first vehicle based on the Kia E-GMP platform. The new long-wheelbase platform is a clean
slate. It introduces a flat floor, facilitating new comfort and utility choices. Its modularization permits more
flexible development to secure performance, maintenance, and safety objectives. Performance benefits
include greater power, driving range, and control, as well as shorter charging times.

Charging port
The Kia EV6 is fitted with the Type 2 charging standard that incorporates a combined AC (Type 2) and DC (CCS2) inlet.

Vehicle-to-Load (V2L)
Get 220V of AC current to power your devices, inside or outside the Kia EV6. Fully charged, its vehicle-to-load feature
offers 3.6kW of power, enough to power lifestyle accessories. Inside the Kia EV6, just select EV Ready or Utility mode
and use the outlet at the base of the rear seat. For the outside , simply attach the V2L connector to the charging outlet.

In control of
your drive.
Experience a truly unique driving experience. Everything about the
EV6 is designed to help you to manage your journey. Select the best
driving mode to suit your journey or turn your braking into energy
regenerative mode. All these to make sure you continue to enjoy
every moment of your drive.

Shift-By-Wire (SBW)
Change gear position simply by turning the dial with the space-saving Shift-By-Wire selector
which is conveniently placed alongside the EV6's starter button on the centre console.

Drive Mode Select
The Kia EV6 can adjust to the way you like to drive. Choose Normal, Sport or Eco drive mode using steering wheel
or voice controls. Sport lets you accelerate more quickly, while Eco saves energy to extend your driving range.
Each mode has a theme display on the cluster screen that switches from white to black at night.

Smart regenerative braking system
Smart Regenerative Braking automatically adjusts the regenerative braking based on forward traffic flow,
harnessing braking energy to improve driving range & efficiency.

Always Prepared.
Kia applies the latest Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) technologies
to help ensure the ultimate in occupant and pedestrian safety.

Surround View Monitor (SVM)

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)

Lane Following Assist (LFA)

Alerts you when your vehicle is about to move from its intended lane
and provide steering intervention if needed.

Assist the driver's steering to help keep the vehicle centered
between the lanes by detecting lanes and vehicles ahead on
the road.

When maneuvering in confined spaces, multiple cameras give you a zoomable, 360° overhead view around the
vehicle, so you can steer and park with confidence.

Rear Occupant Alert (ROA)

Safe Exit Assist (SEA)

Blind-Spot View Monitor (BVM)

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)

Designed to alert drivers to check if a child is left behind
in the rear seat of a vehicle.

When the occupant opens the door to exit the vehicle after a stop,
a warning sounds if an approaching vehicle from the rear side is
detected. The function also helps keep the rear door closed with
the electronic child lock.

Projects live video view of adjacent lanes in the instrument
cluster when activated via the turn signal.

FCA uses a front-view camera and radar to detect a vehicle, pedestrian
or cyclist ahead. By warning and braking automatically, it can help you
avoid, or reduce the severity of, an accident. The system also engages
if you are crossing or turning at a junction.

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA)

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist (RCCA)

Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

The system helps prevent or reduce the risk of collision with vehicles
in the adjacent lane or coming from behind when the driver switches
lanes through audio-visual alerts and steering feedback.

If there is a risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle on the left or
right side while reversing, RCCA provides a warning. After the
warning, if the risk of collision increases, RCCA automatically
assists with emergency braking.

Smart Cruise Control helps the driver maintain distance from the vehicle ahead and drive at a cruising speed set by
the driver. The vehicle automatically stops and starts if the vehicle in front moves ahead within a short period of time.

Exterior colours

Kia EV6 Specifications
Variant
POWERTRAIN
Drivetrain
Transmission
ELECTRIC MOTOR
Motor Type
Motor Maximum Power
Motor Maximum Torque
BATTERY PACK
Battery Energy
Battery Type
Charging Rate

Snow White Pearl

Charging Cable Type

Aurora Black Pearl

Moonscape

PERFORMANCE
System Combined Power
System Combined Torque
Top Speed
Driving Range (Estimated)
CHASSIS
Braking System Type
Suspension Type
Steering Type
Wheels

Runway Red

Spare Wheel
DIMENSIONS
Overall Length
Overall Width
Overall Height
Wheelbase
Ground Clearance
Curb Weight
EXTERIOR
Headlamps
Headlamps On / Off Function
Headlamps Levelling
Daytime Running Lights
Rear Combination Lamps
Rear Fog Lights
Windshield Wipers

Yacht Blue

Interior colours
Suede with Leatherette Accents

Door Entry
Remote Start
Outer Rearview Mirror
Sunroof
Antenna
Rear Trunk Spoiler
Tailgate
Parking Sensors
INTERIOR
Start / Stop Button
Parking Brake
Inner Rearview Mirror
Instrument Cluster
Power Windows with Anti-Pinch / Jam
Steering Wheel Adjustment
Drive Mode Switch
COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Steering Wheel Switches
Cruise Control
Paddle Shifters
Air-Conditioning
Rear Air-Conditioning
USB Ports
Wireless Charger
SEATS
Seating Capacity
Front Seats

1,550

Dimensions

1,890

845

2,900

950

4,695

best of the best car design

innovative product

2022 European
Car of the Year

*5 years manufacturer warranty (or first 150,000km), whichever comes first. 7 years EV battery warranty (or first 150,000km),
whichever comes first. **Android Auto™ will we be available upon official launch of service in Malaysia.
All images shown are for illustration purposes only. Colours and specifications shown may vary from the actual vehicles.
Specifications may subject to change without prior notice. Terms and conditions apply.

5

YEARS WARRANTY

*

Rear Seats
Seat Material
INFOTAINMENT
Audio System Type
AM / FM Tuner
Bluetooth씾 Hands-Free Phone & Audio
Apple CarPlay씾 & Android Auto™ Function**
Speakers
Speaker Technology
Surround View Monitor (SVM)
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
Remote Smart Parking Assist (RSPA)
Vehicle-2-Load (V2L)
SAFETY
SRS Airbags

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
Electronic Brake-Force Distribution (EBD)
Brake Assist (BA)
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Traction Control System (TCS)
Hill-Start Assist Control (HAC)
Auto Hold Function
Rear Occupant Alert (ROA)
Safe Exit Assist (SEA)
Child Restraint Anchor Points (ISOFIX)
Immobilizer
ADVANCED SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES
High Beam Assist (HBA)
Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA)
Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist (RCCA)
Blind-Spot View Monitor (BVM)
Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)
Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)
Lane Following Assist (LFA)
Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

Kia EV6 GT-Line AWD
AWD
E-Shift
Hp / RPM
Nm / RPM
kWh
AC (kW)
AC (kW)
DC (kW)
AC (Normal)
DC (Rapid)

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM)
Front: 99 / 2,800-6,300 Rear: 221 / 4,500-7,700
Front: 255 / 2,800-6,300 Rear: 350 / 4,500-7,700
77.4
Lithium-Ion
230V / 12A - 32 hr 45 min (10 - 100%)
11 kW - 7 hr 20 min (10 - 100%)
50 kW - 73 min, 350 kW - 18 min (10 - 80%)
Type 2
CCS2

Hp
Nm
km/h
km

320
605
185
506

Front
Rear
Front
Rear

Ventilated Discs
Solid Discs
MacPherson Struts
Multi-Link
Motor Driven (R-MDPS)
Alloy
20" x 8J
255 / 45 / R20
Repair Kit

Wheel Type
Wheel Size
Wheel Tyre Size
Spare Wheel Type
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
kg

Type
Rain Sensing

4,695
1,890
1,550
2,900
160
2,105
Dual LED Projector
Auto
Auto
LED
LED
LED
Variable Intermittent
●
Smart Keyless
●
Auto-Fold
●
Shark Fin
●
Smart Powered
Front & Rear
●
Electronic Parking Brake
Auto-Dimming
12.3"
Front
Tilt & Telescopic
●

Front
2nd Row

Driver Adjustment
Passenger Adjustment
Lumbar Adjustment
Memory Function
Ventilation
Heated
2nd Row

Audio, Bluetooth씾, Voice Recognition
●
●
Dual-Zone Auto
Rear Vents
x 2 (USB-C)
x2 (USB-C, Front Seat)
●
5
Power with Premium Relaxion
Power with Premium Relaxion
Driver & Passenger
Driver
●
Seat & Steering Wheel
60:40 Split-Fold
Suede with Leatherette Accents
12.3" Infotainment Display
●
●
●
x14
Meridian
●
●
●
●

Front (Driver & Passenger)
Side (Front)
Curtain
Knee (Driver Side)

x2
x2
x2
x1
with Multi-Collision Braking
●
●
●
●
●
●
with Sensor
●
2nd Row (x 2)
with Anti-Theft
●
●
●
●
●
●
with Junction Turning
●
Stop & Go

